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OVERVIEW
MODULE FIVE

RELATIONSHIPS OF CURRENT, VOLTAGE, AND RESISTANCE

In this module you will learn the relationships between current,

voltage, and resistance in a series circuit. You will discover

how to determine the values of current, voltage, resistance, and

power in resistive series circuits. You will discover the effects

of source internal resistance and re introduced to the trouble-

shooting of series circuits.

For you to more easily learn the above, this module has been dividei

into the following five lessons:

Lessor I. Voltage, Resistance, and Current

Lesson II. The Ohm's Law Formula

Lesson III. Power

Lesson IV. Internal Resistance

Lesson V. Troubleshooting Series Circuits

Do not be concerned at this time with names or terms unfamiliar to

you. Each will become clear as you proceed. However, if you have

any question5, do not hesitate to call your instructor. Turn to the

following pare and begin Lesson I.
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Overview Five-I

OVERVIEW

LESSON 1

Voltage, Resistance, and Current

In this lesson, you will study and learn about the following:

-how voltage affects current

-how resistance affects current

Each of the above topics will be discussed in the order listed.

As you proceed through this lesson, observe and follow directions

carefully.

BEFORE YOU START THIS LESSON, PREVIEW THE LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

ON THE NEXT PAGE.

S
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Study Resources Five-I

LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

LESSON I

Voltage, Resistance, and Current

To learn the material in this lesson, you have the option of choosing,

according to your experience and preferences, any or all of the

following:

STUDY BOOKLET:

Lesson Narrative

Programmed Instruction

Lesson Summary

ENRICHMENT MATERIAL:

NAVPERS 99400A-la "Basic Electricity, Direct Current."

Fundamentals of Electronics. Bureau of Naval Personnel.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965.

Remember, you may study all or any of these that you feel are

necessary to answer all Progress Check questions correctly. Do

not forget that in one sense of the word your instructor is a living

resource; perhaps the best. Call him if yom have any kind of a

problem.

YOU MAY NOW STUDY ANY OR ALL OF THE RESOURCES LISTED. YOU MAY

TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT ANY TIME.



Narrative Five-I

NARRATIVE

LESSON I

Voltage, Resistance, and Current

You recall, no doubt, that you cannot do much directly to current
that will change it. You must change the applied voltage, the
circuit resistance, or both to make current either increase or
decrease. This rule applies to circuits with either DC or AC
sources. The relationship of voltage, resistance, and current
is probably the most important concept you will learn in
your study of electricity.

Voltage Affects Current

In studying the effects of voltagt and resistance upon current,
we will examine them one at a time. First you will learn about
the effect of voltage upon current, using a circuit with a fixed
(unchanging) resistance and a varying source of voltage.

Using Practice Board 0-1, a 100-ohm resistor, and one
dry cell, build a series circuit. Measure the current in
this circuit. (Remember that current is the same through-
out a series circuit.)

Now add another dry cell in series with the first to
double the applied voltage. Measure the current now
that the voltage has been increased. Record this current.

Add a third dry cell and measure the current flow.

In each of the steps above, the current flow increased because
an increased force moved the electrons around the circuit faster
(more flow per second).

Now, remove one of the cells and measure the current
again. How does this current value compare to the last

reading you made?

The observations you made should have led you to two con-
clusions about voltage and current. These conclusions could
be stated as follows:

When voltage goes up, current goes up; when voltage

6



Narrative Five-I

goes down, current goes down. A more accurate state-
ment might be, when resistance is held constant, an
increase in voltage causes an increase in current, and

a decrease in voltage causes a decrease in current.

Still another way of expressing this is that voltage
and current are directly proportional.

Resistance Affects Current

When resistance is held constant, current varies in direct
porportion to voltage, as you learned in the last section.

The question now is what happens when resistance changes.
To answer this question, you will study a circuit with con-

stant voltage but varying values of resistance.

Using Practice Board 0-1, a 4.7-ohm .resistor, and one

dry cell, build a series circuit. Measure the current

flow and record it here.

Now add another 4.7-ohm resistor in series with the first

one. This will double the total resistance of the circuit.

Measure and record this current. Did the

current increase or decrease.

Add another series resistor (100 and measure the current.
Is this result consistent with the first two readings?

If you didn't make any mistakes, you found that as resistance in-

creased in a circuit, the current decreased. This relationship

is called an inverse proportion; when one value goes up, the

other goes down.

Check this conclusion by removing the resistors one at a

time and measuring current flow. Do not try to measure

current in the circuit with no resistor.

Resistance and EMF are physical characteristics of the components

we are using, and you cannot change the value of a resistor or

the voltage supplied by a cell without damaging the components.
Current, on the other hand, is a secondary characteristic which

depends on the values of resistance and voltage in the circuit.

To repeat a statement made earlier, current can be readily changed

only by physically changing the amount of voltage or the amount

of resistance or both quantities in a circuit.

7



Narrative Five-I

Summary

If resistance is constant in a circuit, more EMF will produce
more current and less EMF will result in less current, or voltage
and current are directly proportional.

If applied voltage is held constant in a circuit, an increase in
re'Jistance will cause current to decrease, and reducing the re-
sistance will permit a greater current flow, or resistance and
current are inversely proportional:

These relationships were discovered by George Simon Ohm, who
formulated a statement covering all the quantities. This state-
ment, called Ohm's Law, is: "Current is directly proportional
to voltage and inversely proportional to resistance." This is
one of the important laws you will learn about electricity. All
your future studies and all the laws and rules you will learn can
be traced back to this basic relationship if you look at them
closely. Even more complex circuits can be covered by generalized
forns of Ohm's Law.

Exercises

Answer all the questions below with the words increases,
decreases, or does not change.

1. If EMF is increased from 6 v to 12 v and resistance
is constant, what happens to current?

2. If the resistance is decreased from 5 ohms to 2
ohms and voltage is held constant, what will happen
to the current?

3. If applied voltage is changed from 6 v to 12 v and
current increases proportionally, what happens to
resistance?

4. If you add a light bulb in series with one already
in a circuit, what will happen to circuit current

. To applied voltage?
5. If you change the EMF in a circuit from 12 v to 6 v

while the resistance remains unchanged, what happens
to the current?

ANSWERS: 1. increases
2. increases

3. does not change (resistance can be changed only
through a mechanical change to the circuit)

4. decreases; does not change
5. decreases

8



Narrative Five-I

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY STUDY

ANY OF THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK

AND ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, GO TO THE NEXT LESSON.

IF NOT, STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION YOU WISH UNTIL YOU CAN

ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.

9



P.I. Five-I

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
LESSON I

Voltage, Resistance, and Current

TEST FRAMES ARE 6, 21, 32, 39, AND 40. AS BEFORE, GO FIRST TO
TEST FRAME 6 AND SEE IF YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS THERE.
FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS GIVEN AFTER THE TEST FRAME.

1. Recall that the magnitude of current is measured in amperes.

Which correctly matches current to its unit of measurement
symbol?

a. I v

b. E a

c. I - a

d. E - I

- a

2. Recall that the unit of measurement for E is representee by
either a capital V or small letter v.

V is the symbol for unit of:

a. current.
b. voltage.

c. resistance.
d. EMF.

(b. voltage; d. EMF)

3. Match the abbreviation for current and voltage to its
correct unit of measurement symbol.

1. E

2. I

a. v

b. Q

c.11)
d. a

(1. a; 2. d)

10



P.I. FiveI

4. The symbol used to represent the ohm is the Greek Letter
omega or

is the symbol for unit of:

a. I

b. R

C.

d. V

(b) R

5. Which correctly matches the letter abbreviations to their
appropriate unit of measure?

11111

a. E - volts

I - amps

R - ohms

b. E - amps
R - volts
1 - ohms

c. I - amps

R - ohms
E - amperes

d. R - ohms

I - volts
E - amps

(a) E - volts; I - amps; R - ohms

6. Match the abbreviations and unit of measurement symbols to
the correct descriptive phrase.

1. abbreviation for resistance a. v

2. abbreviation for voltage b. I

3. measurement symbol for resistance c. R

4, measurement symbol for current d. E

5. abbreviation for current e. sZ

6. measurement symbol for voltage f. a

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT

ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)

11



P.I. Five-I

ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 6

1. c

2. d

3.
4. f

5. b

6. a

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO
TEST FRAME 21. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 1 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 6 AGAIN.

7. Recall that current cannot be changed by itself. Current
can only be incre,:s,d or decreased by changing voltage or
resistance or both.

Which statement or statements are true?

a. Current can be changed by increasing or decreasing Ea.
b. Current can only be changed by increasing or

decreasing circuit resistance.
c. Current can be changed by keeping voltage and resistance

the same.
d. I can be changed by changing either R or EMF or both.

----Ta. Current can be changed by increasing Or decreasing Ea; d.

can be.changed by changing either R or EMF or both.

8. The amount of current flow in a series circuit depends on:

a. the particular point in the circuit where I is measured.
b. circuit resistance and voltage.
c. whether source voltage is DC or AC.
d. the number of paths through which current is directed.

(6) circuit resistance and voltage

12



P.I. Five-I

9. Applied voltage (E ) is the force used to push electrons through

the conductor. IfaR is not changed and applied voltage is in-
creased, the force pushing the electrons becomes greater, and
the electrons move around the circuit at a faster rate.

When E
a

is increased:

a. I is increased.

b. I is decreased.

4MINIMIND
c. I stays the same.

MMM

----(a) I is increased

10. Voltage can be increased by adding more cells to the
circuit.

Which dry cell or cells will produce the most current flow?

(Assume that the resistance is constant.)

a. 1-1/2v cell

b. three 1-1/2v cells connected in series

c. two 1-1/2v cells connected in series

d. three 1-1/2v cells connected in parallel

(b) three 1-1/2v cells connected in series

13



P.I. Five-1

11. When resistance is constant and voltage is increased, current
is also increased.

Which pair of schematics illustrates this rule?

I Ea= 10v
a. T. R=10 s/

b .

M11. a=20v R=20 St

...........--- 1

c.

Ea=20v

T I

i
R=20 0

Ea=30v S R=30 St

..............

--1--
Ea=10v R=10Q Ea=20V R=10Q

T T

(c)

12. When E is increased:

a. I will increase if R is kept constant.

b. Twill decrease if R is kept constant.

c. T wi 11 remain the same.
....

(a) I will increase if R is kept constant

14



P.I. Five-I

13. Since current increases when voltage is increased (and
resistance is held constant), you can infer that:

a. current will go down when voltage goes down.

b. I will decrease when E is decreased.

c. I will decrease when E is increased.

d. less current will result as larger voltages are applied.

(a. current will go down when voltage goes down; and b. I

will decrease when E is decreased.)

14. When E is decreased and R is held constant:

a. I will stay the same.
b. I will decrease.
c. I will increase.

(b) I will decrease

15. Another way of saying that when voltage increases, current
increases and when voltage decreases, current decreases is:
voltage and current are directly propoytional.

Which correctly describes the proportional relationship of
voltage and current?

a. increasing E increases I;

decreasing E decreases 1.

b. when voltage goes up, current goes up;
when voltage goes down, current goes up.

(a) increasing E increased I; decreasing E

decreases I 11===1

16. Current goes up or down in to applied

voltage as long as resistance is constant.

(direct.proport677

15



P.I. Five-I

17. Which circuit would have the greatest current flow?

a.

1.5v
1.5v

10c1 1.5v 7X
1.5v 21

C.

1.5v 1.5v

100

(b)

18. Refer to frame 17. Which circuit would have the least current
flow?

a. circuit a.
b. circuit b.

c. circuit c.

----1177MTuit a

19. Match:

IMINNI=INAIMD

1. In a series circuit, if R
is constant and Ea is changed
from 20v to 10v,

2, In a series circuit, if R
is constant and Ea is changed
from 10v to 20v,

a. I will increase.'

b. I will decrease.

c. I will not change.

(1. b; 2.
.....111,

16



P.I. give -1

20. Study the two schematics, then check the statements that are

correct. (All cells are alike.)

A B

a. If you were to build circuits A and B, I in circuit B

would be greater than I in circuit A. -

b. If you were to build circuits A and B, I in circuit A

would be greater than I in circuit B.

(b) If you were to build circuits A and 3, I in circuit A would

be greater than I it circuit B

21. Check the statements which describe directly proportional
relationships.

a. Voltage Increases, current decreases.
b. E increases, I increases.

c. E decreases, I increases.

d. Voltage increases, current decreases.

e. Voltage increases, current increases.
f. E increases, I decreases.

g. E decreases, I decreases.

h. Voltage decreases, current increases.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT

ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)

17



P.I. Five-I

ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 21

b. E increases, 1 increases.

e. Voltage increases, current increases.

g. E decreases, I decreases.

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO
TEST FRAME 32. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 7 AND TAKE THE PRO-
GRAMMED SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 21 AGAIN.

22. In a series circuit, as voltage increases, current also increases,
showing a relationship.

(directly proportional)

23. Define directly proportional in your own words.

two quantities whi,-.11 move in the same direction at the same time,
or words to that eifect)
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P. I .

24. Current can also be changed by keeping voltage constant and

varying resistance.

Which pair of schematics illustrates this rule?

a.

b.

c.

Ea = 10v

Ea=20v

T

= 20v

R=10 P

R=30 .c- 2 Ea=20v R40 Q

Ea= 20v R=10 Ea=10v

R=10 St

( b )

19



P.I. Five-I

25. Resistance can only be changed by physical means. To
change the resistance in a circuit, a variable resistor
may be used or resistors may be added to or removed from
the circuit.

Which of the following would have the most resistance?

A

Eau 5v
R
1
=5Q Ea=10v

R
1
115 S2

R2=5 S2

26. Resistance is opposition to current flow. It tries to
hold back or slow current.

If resistance in a circuit is increased by adding another
resistor, and the voltage is kept constant, the current will:

OMMIIMI110111

a. increase.

b. decrease.
c. stay the same.

(b) decrease

27. Current will decrease:

a. when R is constant and E is increased.

b. when E is constant and R is decreased.
c. when E is constant and R is increase°.

d. when R and E are equal.

(0 when E is constant and R is increased

20



P.I. Five-I

28. When voltage is kept constant and resistance is decreased,

current flow will meet less opposition.

This muans that current will:

a. increase.

b. decrease.

(a) increase

29. Study the schematics, then check the correct statement.

A

AnoNne
lia=100v I Ea=100v 10 S/

10]
20 St 20 St

a. If you were to build circuits A and B, I in circuit B

would be greater than I in circuit A.

b. If you were to build circuits A and B, I in circuit A

would be greater than I in circuit B.

10S/

(b) If you were to build circuits A and B, I in circuit A would

be greater than I in circuit B

30. Resistance and current are inversely proportional to each other.
This means that as resistance goes up, current goes down, and as
resistance goes down, current goes up.

Which correctly describes inversely propertional relationships?

a. more E
less E

b. more R

less R

more I

less I

less I

more I

(b) more R less less R more I

21



P.I. Five-I

31. Match:

1. In a series circuit, if E is a. I will not change._
constant and R

T
(total resistance)

is changed from 100 ohms to 200 ohms, b. I will decrease._
E is2. In a series circuit, if_

constant and R
T

(total resistance) c. I will increase.
is changed from 200 ohms to 100 ohms,

(1. b; 2. c)

32. Check the statements that correctly describe inversely
proportional relationships.

a. R increases, I increases.

b. R decreases, I increases.

c. Resistance increases, current decreases.

d. Resistance decreases, current decreases.

e. Resistance decreases, current increases.

f. R increases, I decreases.

g. R decreases, I decreases.

h. Resistance increases, current increases.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)

22



P.I. Five-I

ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 32

b. R decreases, I increases.

c. Resistance increases, current decreases.

e. Resistance decreases, current increases.

f. R increases, I increases.

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO
TEST FRAME 39. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 22 AND TAKE THE PRO-
GRAMMED SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 32 AGAIN.

33. Define inversely proportional in your own words.

(As one quantity increases, the ether quantity will decrease; or
words to that effect)

34. Match:

1. In a series circuit, If E is

constant, and RT goes down from
10 ohms to 5 ohms,

2. In a series circuit, if RT is
constant, and Ea goes up from
5 volts to 10 volts,

3. In a series circuit, if RT is
constant, and E goes down from
10 volts to 5 Alts,

4. In a series circuit, if E is

constant, and RT goes up Prom
5 ohms to 10 ohms,

a. I will increase.

b. I will decrease.

(1. a; 2. a; 3. b; 4. b)

23



P.I.

35. The relationships between current, voltage, and resistance were
discovered by George Simon Ohm.

Which statement correctly expresses Ohm's Law?

a. Current is directly proportional to voltage and inversely
proportional to resistance.

b. Current is inversely proportional to voltage and directly
proportional to resistance.

(a) Current is directly proportional to voltage and inversely pro-
portional to resistance.

36. "Current is directly proportional to voltage and inversely
proportional to resistance" is a statement of

(Ohm's Law)

37. Which of the following illustrates Ohm's Law?

a. E constant with less R results in more I.

b. R constant with more E results in less T.

c. R constant with less E results in lIss

d. E constant with more R results in less T.

(a. E constant with less R results in more I.; c. R constant

with less E results in less I.; d. E constant with more R results
in less I.T

38. State Ohm's Law:

(Current is directly proportional to voltage and inversely propor-
tional to resistance.)

24



P.I. Five-I

39. Check the E,Latements which illustrate Ohm's Law.

a. If R is constant and E is increased, then I will

decrease.

b. If E is constant and R is increased, then I will

increase.

c. If E is constant and R is decreased, then I will

increase.

d. If R is constant and E is increased, then I

increased.

e. If E is constant and R is decreased, then I is

decreased.

f. If R is constant and E is decreased, then I is

increased.

g. If R is constant and E is decreased, then I is

decreased.
h. If E is constant and R is increased, then I Is

decreased.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)



P.I. Five-I

ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 39

c. If E is constant and R is decreased, then I will

ncrease.

d. If R is constant and E is increased, then I will

increase.

g. If R is constant and E is decreased, then I is

decreased.

h. If E is constant and R is increased, then I is

decreased.

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO
TEST FRAME 40. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 33 AND TAKE THE PRO-
GRAMMED SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 39 AGAIN.

In this frame sequence, you have learned about Ohm's Law,
that is, current is directly proportional to voltage and
inversely proportional to resistance.

This is the most important law you will learn in this
course. You will need to understand the relationships
between I, E, and R and to apply this understanding in any
rating you go into Because of the importance of Ohm's
Law, see if you can answer the test frame on the following
page before proceeding to the Progress Check.

26



P.I. Five-I

40. Answer the following problems.

a. If E is increased from 6 volts to 12 volts and R is constant,

what happens to I?

b. If R is decreased from 10 ohms to 5 ohms and E is constant,

what happens to I?

c. If E is changed from 12 volts to 6 volts, and I decreases

proportionately, what happens to R?

d. If you add a second light bulb to a circuit, what happens

to I and applied vol'.age?

e. If you change E from 12 volts to 6 volts and R is constant,

what happens to I?

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT

ANSWERS GIVEN AT THr TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)

27



P .1 Five-I

ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 40

a. increases

b. increases

c. Nothing; R is a physical property and its ohmic value
cannot be changed by changing voltage or current.
Resistance can only be changed by physical change of
components.

d. I decreases. E does not change since, like resistance,
it can only be changed by physically increasing or de-
creasing the applied voltage.

e. decreases

IF ANY OF YOUR ANSWERS IS INCORRECT, TAKE THE PROGRAMMED SEQUENCE
AGAIN.

IF YOUR ANSWERS ARE CORRECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK, OR
YOU MAY STUDY ANY OF THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU TAKE THE

PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, GO ON TO
THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION YOU WISH
UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.

28



Summary

SUMMARY

LESSON I

Five-I

Voltage, Resistance, and Current

The most important concept you must master in electricity is
how voltage, current, and resistance are interrelated. The

easiest way to study these relationships is to consider the effects
of voltage on current first, theil to study how resistance affects
current, and finally to look at all three quantities together.

An experimenter working with electricity will, sooner or later, dis-
cover that changing the voltage applied to a circuit will cause the
circuit current to change. For example, doubling the amount of
voltage to a light bulb will cause it to glow much brighter (higher
current) if the bulb doesn't burn out.

Using a fixed resistor, a number of dry cells, and an ammeter,
you can demonstrate that the current in a circuit is proportional to
the voltage applied to it. Doubling the voltage will cause the
current to double, triple voltage will triple current, etc. This

is called a direct proportion; when voltage increases, curreqt in-
creases; when voltage decreases, current decreases.

Changing the resistance in a circuit also causes current to vary.
Increasing the resistance in a circuit with a constant voltage
applied will decrease the current flow. Decreasing the resistance
will permit current to increase. This is called inverse proportion.
These changes are also in the same ratio; that is, doubling the-
resistance will halve the current flow or reducing the resistance
to one-third'will triple the current flow.

We used current as the dependent quantity in these examples because
it is the one thing you cannot easily change in a circuit. Current
may be changed only by changing the battery (voltage) or the resistance.

The relationships of voltage, resistance, and current were first
discovered by George Simon Ohm. Ohm's Law states: "Current is
directly proportional to voltage and inversely proportional to
resistance." This law is basic to nearly all that you will study
and learn about electricity/electronics in the future. It can be

generalized to cover almost all types of complex circuits.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE LESSON PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU
MAY STUDY THE LESSON NARRATIVE OR THE PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION OR
BOTH. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL OF THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, GO TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY ANOTHER

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS
CORRECTLY.
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Overview Five-II

OVERVIEW

LESSON II

The Ohm's Law Formula

In this lesson you will study and learn about the following:

need to calculate mathematically

-mathematical formula

- use of Ohm's Law to find voltage

and resistance

-applying Ohm's Law to parts of the

circuit

-complex solutions using Ohm's Law

Each of the above topics will be discussed in the order listed.

you proceed through this lesson, observe and follow directions

carefully.

BEFORE YOU START THIS LESSON, PREVIEW THE LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES ON

THE NEXT PAGE.



Study Resources Five-II

LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

LESSON II

The Ohm's Law Formula

To learn the material in this lesson, you have the option of choosing,

according to your experience and preferences, any or all of the following:

STUDY BOOKLET:

Lesson Narrative

Programmed Instruction

Lesson Summary

ENRICHMENT MATERIAL:

NAVPERS 99400A-1a "Basic Electricity, Direct Current."

Fundamentals of Electronics. Bureau of Naval Personnel.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965.

You may study whatever learning materials you feel are necessary to

answer the questions in the Lesson Progress Check. All your answers

must be correct before you can go to Lesson 111. Remember your in-

structor is available at all times for any assistance you may need.

YOU MAY NOW STUDY ANY OR ALL OF THE RESOURCES LISTED ABOVE. YOU MAY

TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT ANY TIME.
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NARRATIVE
LESSON II

The Ohm's Law Formula

Need to Calculate Mathematically

There will be times when you will need to determine the amount of
current in a circuit, but it is not always convenient or possible to
connect an ammeter into the circuit. For example, if you suspected
the main supply current in a shipboard power distribution system
was too high, you would have to shut down the circuit to check
the current flow. This would cut off the functioning of all the
equipment fed by that system, a very undesirable situation.

How, then, can you find out how much current is flowing? If you

know (or can measure) the values of EMF and resistance, you can
calculate the amount of current flow.

Mathematical Formula

Ohm's Law can be expresses as a formula using alphabetic symbols.
This formula will let you find current flow when voltage and re-
sistance are known. This "magic" formula is:

Current = -----
Voltage
Resistance

Written with the symbols for current, voltage, and resistance,

this is:

I

E= R

To make this formula work properly, all values must be given in
their basic units of amperes, volts, and ohms. That is,

Voltage (volts)
Current (amperes)

Resistance (ohms)
You will need to know the metric prefixes and powers of ten to
keep your values in the proper units.

Here is an example of a use for the Ohm's Law formula: this cir-

cuit has a 12v battery forcing current through a 6-ohm resistor.
What will the ammeter indicate?

-I Ea=
12v

1

6 0

The Ohm's Law formula is I = E. Substituting known values from

the circuit in the formula yiglds:
12v

I =

Dividing, the answer is: I = 2a.
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Here are some more examples, this time using metric prefixes and
powers of ten:

I Ea=
250v

Find I. I =
E

R

(500

1

I =
5000

I = .5a or I = 500ma

250v

Find I in the following circuits.

± Ea= R1

T200v Green
glack
Red ----

100Ornv
10 Q

Ea= R =
1

200v

5k0

200v

5 x 103:

= 40 x 10-3a

= 40ma

1000 x 10
-3

v

100

= 100 x 10
-3

a

= 100ma

Ohm's Law may be used to find the current in one part of a circuit
when resistance and voltage for that part are known. Since current

in a series circuit is the same throughout the circuit, the value
you find is the same as the current in any other part of the series
circuit.

Example: What is the current flow through RI?

1
1

E
R2

R
1
= ?

=
R2

6v

R
2
= Er

2
= 1R2 .617

6 SZ 6v

I

R2
= la

I

R2
equals I

R1'
therefore t

R1
= la

Solve for the current in each of the following problems.

1. A circuit containing 120 ohms a resistance has 60v applied
to it. I =
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2.

I_ Ea=
120v

Rl=

20 c

3 i Ea= R =

30v 300 R

4. i
T

Eax
1

250v 25k R

5. 1 Eau
_T. 60v

It

1
=

2M R

1

I

1

I

=

=

=

=

Answers: 1. .5a or 500 ma

2. 6a

3. 100ma

4. 10ma

5. 30ua

Using Ohm's Law To Find Voltage

You will occasionally need to find the voltage in a circuit when
you know the current and the resistance. Transposition of the
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terms of the Ohm's Law formula yields E = IR:

I =
R

=
R

ER
RI -
RI = E (or E = IR)

Voltage equals current times resistance.

An example of this solution:

R1=

25 St

E
a
= IR

E
a
= 2a x 25R

E
a
= 50v

Find the applied voltage in each of these circuits.

2.

3.

Brown
Black
Yellow'

120S1

1
20cr

2a Ea =

2 10 Si

Ea=

Ea =

Answers: 1. E
a
= 200kv

2. E
a
= 100v

3. E
a
= 300v
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Finding Resistance

You can find the resistance of a circuit if the applied voltage and
circuit current are given by using another Ohm's Law transposition..

R = allows for a direct solution for resistance.

from Ohm's Law is done like this:

Multiply by R; divide by I

Cancel, giving

Resistance equals voltage
divided by current

For example:

2a

I Ea=
12v

I_E
R

The transposition

IR ER

I RI

/R EA

7- ITC

R =
E

Find the value of Rl.

R1 =

R1
Ld

R1 =
12v

R1 =6

Practice on these problems.

.1
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3.

Ea
6v

3ma

R

Answers: 1. R = 5Q
2 . R = 3s1

3. R = 216/

Applying_Ohm's Law to Parts of the Circuit

Using the basic Ohm's Law (I = and the two transpositions (E = IR

and R =
I

you can find the current, voltage, or resistance of any

complete circuit. You can also find the current, voltage, or re-

sistance of any part of a circuit by using these formulas. Of

course, you still have to know two of the values for the part you

are working with.

Example:

Solve for current.

± Ea=

Looking at this circuit, one com-
R
1
= Er

1
=

nonent which has two known values
5 Ci 101, is RI. From the voltage and re-

30v

R
2
=

10Q

,

Er
2
a

20v

I = 2a

sistance, current can be computed

E
using I =

.R

I =
E
R1 I = 10v

RI 5Q

You could start by finding the current through R2 instead of RI as

follows:
E
R2 20v

I =
R2

I =
10Q

I = 2a

Total circuit values could also have been used to find current.
The applied volicrye is given, and the total resistance can be

calculated.
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When a number of resistors are connected in series, their total re-
sistance (R ) equals the sum of individual resistances. Stated in
symbols, this is PT= RI + R2 R3, etc.

The total resistance in the circuit above is 5 ohms plus 10 ohms
(or 15 ohms). Current can now be found by:

E
a 30v

I = I = I = 2a
"T

15sZ

The solutions to this problem show that, as we said earlier, cur-
rent is the same in all parts of a series circuit.

The voltage across one component of a circuit can be found as
follows:

1

100

5c

To find ER2,

E
R2

= I x R2.
'

E
R2 '

= 4a x 5Q. E
R2

= 20v

To find E
R1

ER1
I x RI; ER1 = 4a x 10Q; ER1 = 40v

Because the sum of the voltage drops equals the applied voltage, the
applied voltage must be 60v (40v + 20v = 60v).

In the following series circuit, voltage and current are given, and
you can find R by using Ohm's Law.

Er
2
is6v

R
2

3a

ER1
6v

RI = = =
3a

Since current is the same in all parts of a series circuit and the
voltage drop across R2 is the same as the drop across Rl, R2 must
have the same value as Rl. You can work out R2 using TAM's Law if
you wish to prove this shortcut.

Complex Solutions Using Ohm's Law

In most practical on-the-job situations, you will need a series of
Ohm's Law solutions to find the particular quantity you need to know.
Examine the circuit diagram below to locate some unknown quantity
you can calculate from the given data.



Narrative R
1

30v

Five-11

Solve for R2.
In this case, you cannot find R2
directly from the information given,
so it is necessary to look a little

harder. Total resistance can be

found from E
a

and I.

E
a 30v ,r

R = ID4c
_

T I 2a
2

2a

You learned earlier that the total resistance equals the sum of the

resistors' values in a series circuit. If you write this as an

equation, you get
R
T
= RI + R2 + R3

Substituting known values in this equation gives:

R
T
= RI + R2 + R3

15Q = 5s-2 + R2 + 2c

Solving for R2: R2 = 15Q - 7c

R2 = 8s1

Another example which requires you to use Ohm's Law and the rules

for series circuits is:

Solve for E
R1

.

I
ves.

R
1

R
2

One way to find E is to find the

resistance of RI and the current
13a= through it. From the given values,

--- 25v 25Q you know RI equals RT - (R2 + R3)

--F.
t
=502

RI
or 10 ohms. Current is found by
dividing source voltage by total

0.0sMe resistance and equals 0.5a. Then

15Q E
R1

= 0.5a x 100 = 5v.

By doing a series of simple calculations like these, you will be able

to find any quantity in a series circuit. There are two secrets to

the procedure; first, look at the proble'i to see what values you

need to know to get the answer. Second, look at the given terms to

learn what values you can find.

Some of the following problems may take several steps to solve, so

don't give up a procedure too quickly. Answers are given on the

next page so you can check your work when you have finished a problem.
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R 1a 30k Q

3.

1

Rta 100k 2

R3a 20k Q

.35x11, v
R1 a25k C.

Ea= 15kv
R2=

25k c2

2
500v

Find: I

T
= E

R2
=

R
T

.. E
R3

=

E
RI

= E
R4

=

I

R3
=

IR4

Find: I

T
= I

R2
=

E
R2

= R
T

=

R3= E
a

=

ER, =

Find: R2 IT

ER1
E
a

E
R3

I

R3

Find: I

T
E
R3

E
R2

R
T

R3 I

R3

ANSWERS on next page.
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1.

2.

1.

Narrative

Answers.:

R2=3 sZ R3=2 sZ

100v

10kct

R
3
=20IcQ

5x103v

R
1
=251cs

a715kv

R
3

Five-II

Find: I

T
= 4a E

R2
= 12v

R = 15c E
R3

= 8v

E
R1

= 28v E
R4

= 12v

IR3 = 4a 1" = 4a

Find: IT = 5ma I

R2
= 5ma

E
R2

= 50v R
T
= 50kQ

R
3
= 20kQ E

a
= 250v

E
R1

= 100v

Find: R
2

= 501(1 I

T
= 10ma

500v E
R1

= 300v E
a
= 1kv

2510Z

E
R3

= 200v I

R3
= 10ma

Find: I = 200ma E
R3

= 5kv

ER2
5kv RT = 75kc

R
3

= 2516-2 1

R3
= 200ma

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY OF
THE OTHER RESOURCES LIS' 'D. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER
ALL or THE QUESTIONS CO' ;ECTLY, GO TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY

ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION YOU WISH UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS

CORRECTLY.
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
LESSON II

The Ohm's Law Formula

TEST FRAMES ARE 9, 16, 21 AND 40. AS BEFORE, GO FIRST TO TEST FRAME 9
AND SEE IF YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS THERE. FOLLOW THE DIREC-
TIONS GIVEN AFTER THE TEST FRAME.

1. You have probably gained some idea of how current, voltage, and
resistance affect one another in a circuit. An exact statement
of this relationship is called Ohm's Law. Ohm's Law says that
current in a circuit is directly proportional to the voltage ap-
plied and inversely proportional to the circuit resistance. In

the form of an equation, it is:

I =
E

R Where I = current in amperes
E = voltage in volts
R = resistance in ohms

Write the equation for Ohm's Law:

(I = f--)
R

2. In your own words, state Ohm's.Law:

(Current varies directly with the applied voltage and inversely
with the circuit resistance, or words to this effect.)

3. The first part of the Ohm's Law statement (current is directly
proportional to the applied voltage) means that if resistance is
held constant and the voltage is increased the current will increase.

It follows then that if resistance is held constant and voltage
is decreased, current will become

larger/smaller

(smaller)
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4. Since current is the result of applying a voltage across a re-

sistance, it follows that current may be changed by changing either

the voltage or the resistance. Current cannot be changed directly

for it is not a thing which can be placed in a circuit like the

resistor or the dry cell.

Current in a circuit may be changed only by changing either the

or the , or both.

(voltage; resistance [either orderj)

5. In a simple circuit, which of the following cannot be changed

directly?

a. voltage
b. current
c. resistance

(b) current

6. Given a circuit containing a load device of 25 ohms and a source

of 100 volts, what will be the current flow?

E loov = 4a)
R 25Q

7. Using the formula I =
R-- '

find the current flowing in the follow-

ing circuit.

I =

5v 10Q

(I = 0.5a)

8. In a circuit with a load resistance of 500 ohms and a 45-volt

source, the current will be

0.09a or 90ma

11.
11101.
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9. Solve each circuit for I.

ioov R1=

25Q 1111

Ea=
200v

Rlm 51c St

vwsne--

Ea=
1000mv

R =10Q
1

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS TEST FRAME 9

a. 4 a.

b. 40 ma

c. 100 ma

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO TEST

FRAME 16. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 1 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED

SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 9 AGAIN.

10. As you have seen, current in a series circuit is common throughout

the circuit.

In the circuit, ammeter 1 reads 1.5a.

What will ammeter 2 read?

1

5C2

M2

R
2
=

5Q

(1.5a)

11. Since current is the common factor in a series circuit, this allows

us to use Ohm's Law to find the voltage and resistance.

Ohm's Law can be used to mathematically compute

, and . (Any order.)

(current, voltage, resistance)
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12. Ohm's Law enables you to find the current flow in a circuit when
the voltage and resistance are known, but if the current and re-
sistance are known, you must rearrange the formula to obtain the
unknown value. Multiplying the equation by R and cancelling gives
E = IR. Voltage may now be easily calculated.

I

Eg=R; IR = Jr; IR = E; or E= IR

Write the variation of the Ohm's Law equation which gives voltage
directly.

(E = IR)

13. Find the source voltage in this circuit.

(iX1.1

Im3a
R1=

5Q

E
a

=

(15v)

14. Solve for the applied voltage in the following circuit.

Ri

10g

E
a

=

(20v)
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15. Determine the voltage required to cause 3 amperes of current
to flow in a circuit containing a resistance of 25 ohms.

Ea =

(75v) '

16. Determine the source voltage in the circuits below.

a.

121

50

R1 .1
20 St

0 6ma

b. c.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 16

a. 100v

b. 60v

c. 40v

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO TO TEST
FRAME 21. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 10 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 16 AGAIN.

17. In the same way, we may determine the resistance if voltage and
current are known. Rearranging Ohm's Law to solve for resistance,
we obtain the equation:

E Eft RI E E

I =R;RI = = . R=
R% r, 7 I ' T

Write the result of solving Ohm's Law for resistance.

18. If a circuit has a source of 30v and the current flow is 5a,
what is the resistance of the circuit?

(RT .
T

30v
'

RT
5a

19. Write the equation for Ohm's Law and the two variations used for
finding resistance and voltage.

(I
ill

=R.-I"E IR)
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20. What is the resistance of the load in the following circuit?

RI =

21. Compute the resistance of the following:

a.

10ma

b. c.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 21

a. 1252

b. 3kQ

c. 20052

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO TEST
FRAME 40. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 17 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 21 AGAIN.

22. Now that you have covered the simple circuit, you are ready for
circuits with more than one load component. The first such circuit
you will learn is the series circuit, which is defined as a cir-
cuit which has only one path for current flow.

A circuit which has all of its components connected so that current
must flow in only one'path is called a

. circuit.

(series)

23. Define a series circuit.

A circu t with only one path for current low

24. To find the total resistance of a series circuit, divide the ap-
plied voltage by the current flow.

Determine the total resistance of the following:

R
Ts=

(10Q)

5/
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25. The total opposition in the circuit is equal to the sum of the
individual resistors.

What is the value of R2 in frame 24?

5s

26. Find the value of R3.

R
3

'2? R2=15 SZ

(5-d. Note: You must first solve for R
T
and then for R3J

27. You will recall that an EMF may be produced in various ways.
Each of these methods converts some form of energy into elec-
tricity, an action which is called rise in potential.

The conversion of chemical action into an EMF is called

(rise in potential)

28. Another way of saying this is to state that electrons within a

source are raised to a higher energy state by the forces which

move them from the positive terminal to the negative terminal.

The rise in potential is caused by (increasing/decreasing) the

energy of electrons.

(increasinj)

29. Name the action of converting some other form of energy into

electricity.

(rise in potential)
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30. Just as a source of EMF leads to a rise in potential, the load in
a circuit produces a fall in potential or conversion of elec-
tricity to some other form of energy. You may use these terms to
further describe a voltage when you wish to make a strong distinc-
tion between a voltage generated within a source and a voltage
drop occurring in a load. (Voltage drop is a commonly used term
for fall in potential. In this case, the electrons moving
through the load give up the energy they received from the source,
and it is used as heat, light, etc.)

The action which changes electricity into some other form of energy
is called

FYI 1 in potential or voltage drop)

31. To find the voltage drop (or fall in potential) across a resistor
or resistors simply multiply the current through the resistor
by the resistance of the resistor.

For example: Find voltage drop across RI.

R1 =10 St

E
RI

= I x RI

E
R1

= (2a)(100

/tme2a
R =5S2

E
R1

= 20v

Find the voltage drop across R2.

(E
R2

= 10v)

32. Using IT and RT in frame 31, find the applied voltage.

(E
a

= 30v)
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33. Just as RT = R1 + R2 + R3, the applied voltage must equal the sum

of the voltage drops in a series circuit.

,Asev.~

Er
3
= 8v

r1=6v

Er2=6v

(Ea = 20v)

3!,. In the following circuit, what value must the variable resistor

have in order to reduce the voltage drop across R2 by one

half?

.1"

0-250 C2

R2

J
100v

l a.

(100 i)
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35. Frequently you will need to solve for one value before you can solve
for another, because you must have two known values to solve for a

third.

Example: Solve for R2. In this circuit we have everything
required to solve for RI.:

R
1
=5-: E

a 30v ,

R = = = 151z'``'``fir T I 2a

Ea=
30v

R n2Q

Solve for ER1.

2

25Q

Solve for R :

Once R
T

is found, finding R2 is a
simple matter of subtraction:

R2 = R
T

- (R1 + R3)

R2 = 15c2 - (5Q + 2Q)

R2 = 151 - (7Q)

R2 = 8Q

In this circuit, we work the other
way. We have all that is needed to
find the value of both R1 and current:

R
T

- (R3 + R2) =R1

50Q - (15Q + 25Q) = R1

5oa - 4osz = RI

I =

10Q = R1

E
a 25vr 30 = .5a

From this it is simply a matter of
multiplication:

E
R1

= (R1)(1)

E
R1

= (100(.5a)

E
R1

= 5v

R 5

Inla

10Q

(R1 3("
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36. Using multiple calculations solve the following.

R =7Y.
1

---- gag' 60v

R
4

113(./

Find

a. IT 0 e. E
R2

=

R
3
= b. R

T
= f. E

R3
=

2aZ
c. E

RI
=

g' ER4

d. I

R3
= h.

IR4

(a. 4a; b. 1552; c. 28v; d. 4a; e. 12v; f. By; g. 12v; h. 4a)

R
3

Find

a. I

T
= d. E

R3
=

b. E
R2

= e. R
T

=

2510c. R3 = f. I

R3
=

(a. 200fila; b. 5kv; c. 25kQ; d. 5kv; e. 750; f. 200ma)

38. Solve the circuit for quantities indicated.

T

....oNesesys/-4^evvst----.10

R22125 0 R31315 sr

R4*
50 S1

a. R
T

b. I

T

c. E
RI

d. I

R3

e. E
R2

f. E
R3

g' F14

h. I

R4

. 10052;

1 am

amp; . 10v; amp; e. 25v; . 15v; g. 50v;
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39. Solve the circuit for quantities indicated.

Sky

R3=2kc?

R
1
m8k:. R,

R
t
mc151C

Five-II

a. R
2

b. I

R2

c. E
R1

d. E
R3

e. E
a

f. I

R3

(a. 5k.;-,; b. 1 amp; c. 8kv; d. 2kv; e. 15kv; f. 1 amp)

40. Solve the circuit for quantities indicated.

R1a2Ok St

5ma

2

10k

100v

a. I

T

b. R
T

c. E
R1

d. E
R2

e. I

R3

f. R
3

g. E
a

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORF.ECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 40

a. 5ma

b. 50k

c. 100v

d. 50v

e. 5ma

f. 20162

g. 250v

IF ANY OF YOUR ANSWERS IS INCORRECT, GO BACK TO FRAME 22 AND TAKE

THE PROGRAMMED SEQUENCE.

IF YOUR ANSWERS ARE CORRECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK,

OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY OF THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU

TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY,

GO ON TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY ANY METHOD OF IN-

STRUCTION YOU WISH UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS

CORRECTLY.
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SUMMARY

LESSON II

The Ohm's Law Formula

The statement of Ohm's Law 1,1 the last lesson sets forth the relationship
of current to voltage and msistance. This can be expressed much more
briefly and conveniently in the form of an equation:

Voltage (in volts)
Current (in amperes) =

Resistance (in ohms)

This equation can be reduced still further by use oef the alphabetic
symbols for voltage, current, and resistance; I = When using this
formula, you will need to know the metric prefixes and powers of ten to
keep your values straight.

Here is an application of Ohm's Law to a circuit:

6s2

To find the effective AC current in this circuit, substitute values in

12v
the Ohm's Law formula. I =

E
.67-= 2a. If the resistance had been

6kst, the solution would have been

E 12v 12v= = = 1 = = 2 x 10-3a or 2ma.
R 6161 6 x 103Q

The Ohm's Law equation can be manipulated to find any one value if the
other two are known. For example, to find resistance when current and
voltage are known, the formula transposes to R = T. Solving for voltage
yields E = IR.

The Ohm's Law formula can be applied to a part of a circuit as well as
to a complete circuit. You must always be careful to use the correct
set of values in solving a problem, for it is easy to slip and use ap-
plied voltage instead of the voltage drop across one particular resistor.
Here is an illustration which may help clear this up:

Ea'
R

1
In

100v
80 St

R
2

w

120 0

Find circuit current! Current can be found more than one way, but the

1

fastest r*thod is to use E
RI

and RI like this: I
=

E
R1

=
40v

A

If appliE vcltage is used, the total resistance will give the correct

ri

140v
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answer, but using applied voltage with the value of R1 would give 2.5a,
a totally wrong answer. You could have added RI and R2 to find total

resistance (200 40

E
a 100v

and then divided (I = = = .5a), again the
R
T

2000
correct answer.

By using the Ohm's Law equation in conjunction with the rules for series
circuits, you can find a great deal about a circuit from relatively
little given information.

To illustrate the last statement, the circuit below can be solved for
voltages, resistances, and current.

30v

The first step here is to find a part of the circuit which has two
values given so that the third may be found. In this circuit, the re-

sistance of R2 and the voltage across it are both shown, so we can

start there.
ER0v

1

R2
=

2
=
3

= 3a. This is a series circuit, so the current is
R2 100

3 a in all parts of it. The voltage across R3 is then 18 v

(E
R3

= I x R3 = 3a Y 6Q = 18v). The resist:mce of R1 is 4 Q (

12v
= 40) .

3a

Total voltage can be found by adding ER1,
ER2,

and E
R3'

and total re-
E

sistance can be found by adding the resistance values or by Is = RT.

Of course, the order of steps after current has been found can be changed,
and there are several ways to get total voltage or total resistance.
Some problems may require several steps before you find the solution,
so don't give up too easily.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE LESSON PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY STUDY
THE LESSON NARRATIVE OR THE PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION OR BOTH. IF YOU

TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, GO
TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT STUDY ANOTHER METHOD OF INSTRUCTION UNTIL

YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.
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Overview Five-III

OVERVIEW

LESSON III

Power

In this lesson, you will study and learn about the following:

- definition of power

- quantity of power

- unit of measure

- power formula

- practical applications of power

formula

Each of the above topics will be discussed in the order listed.

As you proceed through this lesson, observe and follow directions

carefully.

BEFORE YOU START THIS LESSON, PREVIEW THE LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

LESSON III

Power

To learn the material in this lesson, you have the option of choosing,

according to your experience and preferences, any or all of the

following:

STUDY BOOKLET:

Lesson Narrative

Programmed Instruction

Lesson Summary

ENRICHMENT MATERIAL:

NAVPERS 93400A-la "Basic Electricity, Direct Current."

Fundamentals of Electronics. Bureau of Naval Personnel.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965.

You may study whatever learning materials you feel are necessary to

answer the questions in the Lesson Progress Check. All your answers

must be correct before you can go to Lesson IV. Remember, your in-

structor is available at all times for any assistance you may need.

YOU MAY NOW STUDY ANY OR ALL OF THE RESOURCES LISTED ABOVE. YOU MAY

TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT ANY TIME.
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NARRATIVE
LESSON III

Power

Introduction

So far, we have discussed current, voltage, and resistance, and
how they are related. There is another electrical quantity you
have to learn about - power.

You recall from the module on resistance that resistors are
rated for the power they can dissipate as well as for their
ohmic values. To make use of this rating, you must understand
what power is.

Definition

Power is the rate of doing work, that is, the amount of work done
per unit of time. As an example, think of two men shoveling equal
piles of sand into trucks. One of the men can complete his task
in 15 minutes. The other man is stronger and can finish his job
in 5. Both do the same amount of work, but the man who finishes
first has used more power.

Similarly, if you have two electrical circuits with identical
resistances, but different applied voltages, the circuit with the
stronger voltage will have a greater current flow (electrons
moving faster). This is another way of saying more work is done
in a given time; therefore, the circuit with the greater voltage
will expend more power. Power is the amount of work divided by
the time it takes to do the work. Stated in symbols, P = tr, where

P is power, W is work, and T stands for time.

Amount of Power

When the control on an electric iron is turned off, no current
can flow through its resistance, and no power is present. As

you change the control to a warm setting, current flows through
the resistance and the iron heats.

When you turn the dial to a hot setting, more electrons move
through the circuit over a period of time, so more power is ex-
pended and the iron gets hotter. More power always produces

more heat.

Unit of Measure

Power is measured in watts and the symbol is W. (Upper or lower
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case W's are used.) Note that W may mean either work or watts.

Appliances and light bulbs are rated in watts. You know that a

150 W bulb burns more brightly and gives off more heat than a

40 W bulb. The 150 W lamp dissipates more power (has a greater

current flow) because it has lower resistance than the 40 W

bulb. This is true for all light bulbs and appliances when they

are operated at the correct voltage.

Power Formula

Occasionally it will be necessary to know how much power is being

used in a circuit or how much power a component is dissipating.

For example, if a resistor rated at 20 watts is used in a circuit

where it dissipates 60 watts, it will very quickly burn out.

(Remember, resistors are rated according to how much power they

are capable of dissipating.)

The amount of power in a circuit depends on how much current flows

and upon how much voltage is applied. Many years ago, scientists

found that the power (in watts) equals the voltage (in volts) times

the current (in amperes). Written in symbols, this is P = El. Be

careful to use the correct voltage and current for the power you

want to find. Total power (PT) can be found using total current

and applied voltage; power dissipated in one component can be found

from the current through that component and the voltage across it.

The formula P = El expresses these relations:

Voltage and power are directly proportional (I constant).

Current and power are directly proportional (E constant).

In this example, the power dissipated in RI can be found by

using the power formula:

R
1

=30v

P
RI

= E
RI

x 1

RI

P
RI

= 30v x 4a

P
RI

= 120w

Use the formula P = El, Ohm's Law, and the rules for series cir-

cuits to find the values asked for in the following problems.

a.
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b. c.

Es=30v
IIMONI.=10

PT=

R2=
20s-2

(a. 20w; b. 30w; c. 10w)

PR2=

R1=5P,

ER 2=
Sv

Another Power Formula

A bewnd formula for finding pcwer is P = I

2
R. This version of

the power formula permits solving for power when current and
resistance are known. Actually this formula is a zombination
of the first power formula and Ohm's Law where the E in P = El
is replaced by IR.

By taking this equation P = I

2
R and substituting for I, I ='R.

Therefore:

P= I
2
R

EP=IxIxR=Tx-EcR
E2

P = R

R2

p
E
2

,

R
I

= a:

E
2

P

Solve the following problems. Don't forget to square the current
and voltage values when indicated by the formulas.

a.

E
2

Use P = I

2
R Use P =

R

b.

24v 36Q 18v

R2

NNA#
12st

(a. 32 W; b. 3 W)
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Solving Circuits for Power

By combining the power formula and Ohm's Law with the rules for
series circuits, a lot of information can be discovered from few
known values.

For example, in the following problem total powe: can be found
from the information given.

R =
Ea= 20v 1

5':.

--r- R2=

5':2

First, the total resistance can be
found for RT = RI + R2, or R

T
= 10Q.

Current then can be found from Ohm's

Law:
E

R
T

2
1 =

20v

10Q

I = 2a

Then using the formula P = El, total power is shown to be 20v x 2a
or 4014.

You can also transpose the power formula to find other values as
in this problem.

Find the current required for a lamp rated at
40w and 120v.

40w

P =Exl

40w = 120v x I

40w. 120v = I

1 1/3a

a.

Practice these problems and check your answers with answers on

the next page.

How much current will the lamp draw?

69
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b.

c.

d.

L

Ea=100v

R
1

25Q

Solve for total power.

R Rated at 30W

25 0

100 R2
la Rated at 5W

Which resistor or resistors will
burn out?

R
1 2

10v

2a

Solve for P
RI

alai)
R3'

1

30W consumed
e.

"vvvv%

6)
R
2

I30W Consumed

Solve for R
T

.

50 PR1 =

P =R 3

COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT ANSWERS GIVEN BELOW:

a. 0.5 amps

b. 200 w

c. R2

d. P
RI

= 20 w

P
R3

= 200 w

e. 60 0

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY OF

THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER
ALL OF THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, GO TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY

ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION YOU WISH UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS

CORRECTLY.
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
LESSON III

Power

TEST FRAMES ARE 7, 14, 20 AND 28. AS BEFORE, GO FIRST TO TEST

FRAME 7 AND SEE IF YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS THERE. FOLLOW

THE DIRECTIONS GIVEN AFTER THE TEST FRAME.

1. A concept which is necessary for working with electricity is

power. Power is used to rate appliances such as toasters,
irons, lamps, etc., as to the load they place upon a source;
to rate the source as to how much electricity it can supply,

and to rate components as to how much energy they can safely
convert.

The power rating of a component may tell how much:

a. power it can convert.
b. power it can supply.

c. load it places on the source.

d. all of the above.

(d) all of the above

2. Power (P) is defined as work per unit of time and is found by

dividing the work (W) performed by the time (T) in seconds re-

quired to do the work.

Define power.

Power is work per unit of time.)

3. Write the equation for power in terms of work and time.

( P
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4. Two men are waxing identical cars. Man A finishes his car in
15 minutes, while man B takes 25 minutes to do his.

Which man expended the most power in waxing his car?

(A)

5. In applying this formula to electricity, we may define power as
the rate of converting electrical energy to another form of energy.
In our illustrations, the resistors convert electricity to heat,
and power can be determined by measuring the amount of heat pro-
duced in a given time.

It has been determined experimentally that the amount of heat
produced by a resistor is directly proportional to resistance, the
square of the current, and time. As an equation this is written:

Amount of Heat = I

2
RT

State the relationship between heat, current, resistance, and
time as applied to a resistor in a circuit.

(Heat is directly proportional to the resistance, the square of
the current, and time.)

6. Electrical power is defined as

(rate of converting electrical energy to another form of energy.)

7. The amount of power in a circuit:

a. is like the energy available to do work.

b. is like the energy used by a man waxing his car in 30
minutes.

c. is the capability of the circuit to do work.

d. is the rate of converting electrical energy to another
form of energy.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 7

b. is like the energy used by a man waxing his car
in 30 minutes.

d. is the rate of converting electrical energy to
another form of energy.

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO

TEST FRAME 14. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 1 AND TAKE THE PRO-

GRAMMED SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 7 AGAIN.

8. The more electrons moving in a circuit, the more power the

circuit will consume.

Select the circuit which consumes the greatest amount of power.

a.

IEa= 75;
R=
75( -

b. c.

Ea=75v
5012

R=
150s/

(b)

9. Recall that resistors have a power or wattage rating.

Select the units of power.

a. amps (a)

b. ohms (Q)
c. watts (W)

d. volts (v)

(c) watts (W)
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10. Starting from the basic equation P = W, and substituting I2RT

for W (work), we can derive an equation for power in electrical
terms:

P (in watts) =

I

2
R/

= I

2R

Note, that W is used for both watts and work, so be careful when
W is used.

State the equation for power in terms of current and resistance.

(P = I2R)

11. Find the power expended by R1 in this circuit.

M.1

P1 = watts

(100)

12. The power expended in a resistor or resistance is known as true
power or power which actually does work.

A lamp uses what type of power?

a. reactive power in VAR's.
b. true power in watts.
c. apparent power in VA's.

(b) true power in watts
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13. State which resistor will burn out.

R
1

10.c1 5W

R
2
= 25Q 30W

/AAA"

Five-III

(R1 )

14. True power:

a. may be defined as power which has a true and constant

energy value.

b. is used when a waffle iron, toaster, or a lamp

operates.

c. may be defined as power that actually does work and/or

is dissipated in heat.

d. is present in a circuit in which the switch is open.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT

ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 14

b. is used when a waffle iron, toaster, or a lamp
operates.

c. may be defined as power that actually does work
and/or is dissipated in heat.

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, GO ON TO TEST
FRAME 20. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 8 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME J1 AGAIN.

15. Another statement for power in electrical terms can be derived

from P = I

2
R and Ohm's Law. This equation is useful when vol-

tage and resistance are the known values.

From P= I2R = I x I x R

substitude .1-- for I= R x R x R=

E
2

P = x R

R
2

E
2

2

Ri

so, P =ER

Write the equation for power in terms of voltage and resistance.

16. Find the power dissipated by a 300-ohm resistor connected across
a 60 volt source.

(P E
2

(60)
2

3600

R 300 300
12w)
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17. One more expression may be developed by a similar method, using
R = E/I for the substitution.

From P = I

2
R and R = , substitute for R.

E
Then P = I

/7-

so, P = El

Write the equation which solves for power when voltage and
current are known.

(P = El)

18. Given that E
s

is 30v and I

T
is 5ma, find P

T
.

(150 mei)

19. In this circuit, how much current will the lamp draw?

40W

(2 amps)

20. Check the circuit relationships that are directly proportional:

a. current and resistance.

b. current and power.

c. current and voltage.

d. voltage and power.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS - TEST FRAME 20

b, current and power.

c. current and voltage.

d. voltage and power.

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, GO ON TO TEST FRAME

28. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 15 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED SEQUENCE

BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 20 AGAIN.

21. The total power consumed in a series circuit is the sum of the

power consumed in each individual load device.

. Write the equation for total power dissipated in a series circuit
consisting of four resistors when the power consumed in each load

in the circuit is known:

(P
T

= P
RI

+ P
R2

+ P
R3

+ P
R4

)

22. Using any one of the preceding equations as necessary, find

the power dissipated in the following circuit.

1
P
T

=

10S1

(40w)
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23. Solve.

20W consumed

20W
consumed R

T
=

(40 ohms)

24. Find P
T

.

P
T

(PT = 10w)

25. Solve.

RI

R3

=

=

(PRI = 10w; PR3 = 200w)
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26. In a circuit which carries 3 amperes and has a 30-volt source,

what is the total power dissipated?

(90w)

27. Fine P
T

.

Es=200v

.

1

5W

5 P2

1 low

4W

(19w)
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28. For the following circuit, find all values of voltage, current,
resistance, and power which are not given.

Find:

RI

P
RI

E
R2

P
R2

R3

P
R3

R4

P
R4

RT

PT
15v

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWERS TEST FRAME 28

I = 2a

RI = 1(1:

RI = 40w

E
R2 = 40v

PR2 = 80w

R3 = 12.5.2

PR3
= 50w

R4 = 7.5

PR4 = 30w

R
T = 5O

PT = 200w

IF ANY OF YOUR ANSWERS IS INCORRECT, GO BACK TO FRAME 21 AND TAKE THE
PROGRAMMED SEQUENCE.

IF YOUR ANSWERS ARE CORRECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK,
OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY OF THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU

TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL THE QUESTONS CORRECTLY,
GO ON TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUC-
TION YOU WISH UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTION:. CORRECTLY.
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SUMMARY

LESSON III

Power

Five-III

Another electrical quantity you must learn about is power, the rate
of doing work. In other words, power is the amount of work done per

unit of time. Two electrical circuits with identical resistances
but different applied voltages will have different amounts of current
flow. The circuit with the greater current will be dissipating more
power, for more work (in the form of moving electrons) is being

done each second. Power, defined by using symbols in a mathematical

approach, is P =
T '

where P is power, W is work, and T is time.
MNO

Power in a circuit is usually converted to heat and dissipated into
the air. The greater the power in a circuit, the greater the heat
dissipated. The unit of measurement for power is the watt, and its

symbol is either upper or lower case W.

You remember that resistors are rated according to the amount of
power they are able to handle. You may need to calculate the pow-
er in a circuit or in a component to be sure that it is operating

within its rating; a resistor rated at 20 watts will very quickly

burn out if it is operated at 60 watts, for example.

Electrical power can be shown as the product of voltage and current,
but you must always be careful to use the correct voltages and
currents. Total power (PT) can be found from total current and
applied voltage, but the power dissipated in one component can be
found only if you use the voltage across the component and the current
through it. The power dissipated by R1 in the following diagram is:

Er 1=
1

30v

P
RI

= El

P
RI

= 30v x 4a

P
RI

= 120w

Another formula for finding power can be derived by substituting

IR for E in the formula to yield P = 1

2
R. This formula is useful

when current and resistance are known.

Conbining the power formulas with Ohm's Law and the series circuits
rules allows a lot of information to be found from relatively little

known data.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE LESSON PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY
STUDY THE LESSON NARRATIVE OR THE PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION OR BOTH.

IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS

CORRECTLY, GO TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY ANOTHER METHOD

OF INSTRUrTION UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.
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OVERVIEW

LESSON IV

Internal Resistance

Five -IV

In this lesson you will study and learn about the following:

-what internal resistance is

-how internal resistance affects

current

Each of the above topics will be discussed in the order listed. As

you proceed through this lesson, observe and follow directions

carefully.

BEFORE YOU START THIS LESSON, PREVIEW THE LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

LESSON IV

Internal Resistance

To learn the material in this lesson, you have the option of choosing,

according to your experience and preferences, any or all of the

following:

STUDY BOOKLET:

Lesson Narrative

Programmed Instruction

lesson Summary

ENRICHMENT MATERIAL:

NAVPERS 93400A-1a "Basic Electricity, Direct Current."

Fundamentals of Electronics. Bureau of Naval Personnel.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965.

Remember, you may study whatever learning materials you feel are

necessary to answer the questions in the Lesson Progress Check. All

your answers must be correct before you can go to Lesson V. Your

instructor is available at all times for any assistance you may need.

YOU MAY NOW STUDY ANY OR ALL OF THE RESOURCES LISTED ABOVE. YOU MAY

TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT ANY TIME.
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NARRATIVE
LESSON IV

Internal Resistance

Definition

When you learned about resistance, your attention was focused on
the resistance of the load in a circuit, but there is another very
important resistance in any operating circuit. This is the resis-
tance inside the source. All sources batteries, generators,
or whatever have resistances inside them which oppose the move-
ment of electrons.

In a battery, the chemicals which separate the electrons from their
atoms also offer, resistance to their movement. In a generator, the
wires in which EMF is generated also have a certain amount of re-
sistance. This opposition is called the internal resistance of the
source.

Although you cannot see this resistance or measure it with an ohm-
meter, you can determine its effect on a circuit. To help you do
this, think of the internal resistance as being in series with the
source. This resistance is usually shown schematically like the
drawing below.

A
-

Internal i

Resistance
Ea*:
121

___
----

B

The dashed line indicates that the internal resistance is part of
the source.

Let's see what this resistance does to a circuit, and why it is

important to you. In the circuit shown above (notice open switch),
a voltmeter placed on the battery terminals (points A and B) will

indicate 12 volts. This is called the no-load voltage,'for no load
is connected to the battery and no current flows.

If you now close the switch, a current of 1 ampere will flow in

the circuit, and the voltmeter reading will drop to 11 volts.
This decrease in the battery's terminal voltage is due to the
voltage dropped by the battery's internal resistance. From this

you can conclude that the internal resistance of a source will

reduce the output voltage when current is flowing.
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Using Ohm's Law and the total voltage law (sometimes called

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law), you can find any of the values in a

circuit like this one. For example, you can find the value

of the internal resistance of the battery with only the meters

shown in the diagram.

The steps to follow are:

1. Measure the no-load voltage. This is the actual value

of the battery EMF, for there is no current flow and

therefore no voltage drop across the internal resistance

of the battery. (12v)

2. Energize the circuit and measure the terminal voltage of

the source (11v).

3. Subtract the load terminal voltage from the no-load ter-

minal voltage. This tells you how much voltage is dropped

by the internal resistance. (12v - llv = iv)

4. Measure current flow in the circuit. (la)

5. Divide the voltage drop of the internal resistance by

the circuit current. (1v/la = 1Q; from the Ohm's Law

variation R = E/I)

Now try this on a circuit of your own. Read the voltage between

the terminals of one of your dry cells. This should be about 1.5v.

Connect a light bulb to the cell and measure the terminal voltage

again. The current flow through the cell's internal resistance

should cause the output of the cell to drop to about 1.45v. As a

dry cell ages, its internal resistance increases. This indicates

when to throw it away. When the dry cell's voltage drops too

much under normal load, its useful life is over.

The voltage drop across the internal resistance of the cells in

the circuits you are using is insignificant, but in circuits with

large currents, the losses can be important.

How Internal Resistance Affects Current

In most Cases the effects of internal resistance in a circuit are

negligible, but a large internal resistance will severely limit

the amount of current flow.

In this circuit, the internal resistance is so small it can be

ignored, and all the values work out well within the tolerance

of our meters.
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If we replace the source with one which has a higher internal
resistance, it will change the circuit, and we might get readings
like these:

L

Ea 1

019a

The latter readings differ considerably from those in the first
case. If we accidentally connect a straight piece of wire across
the terminals of a battery, the only resistance in the circuit is
internal resistance, and the entire EMF is dropped within the
source. Of course, this will very quickly destroy the source
unless it is *r.,:..otected in some way.

In the rest of the course, you will ignore the effects of the
internal resistance of a source unless it is specifically included
in the problem or discussion. It is important that you know about
internal resistance so you can understand what occurs in electrical
circuits, but internal resistance will not usually be large enough
to make a significant difference in your calculations.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY
OF THE OTHER RESOURCES LIST7D. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND
ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, GO TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT,
STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION YOU WISH UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
LESSON IV

Internal Resistance

TEST FRAMES ARE 6, AND 14. GO FIRST TO TEST FRAME 6 AND SEE

IF YOU CAN ;NSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS THERE. FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS

GIVEN AFTER THE TEST FRAME.

1. Recall the effects of series resistance on voltage drop through-

out a circuit.

Increasing the ohmic value of RI would have what effect on the

voltage drop across R2?

R2

(E
R2

would decrease

2. As you can see, increasing the value of a series resistor de-

creases the voltage to the other components in the circuit.

Increasing RI to 152 would result.in the voltage drop across

R2 decreasing by volts. R
1
= lOR

Eass25v
R2=

15C'

(2.5v)
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3. In your own words, describe the effect of increasing the value
of a series resistor upon the voltage drop across the other
components in the circuit.

(The voltage drops across the other components will decrease)

4. Up to this point, a source has been considered to be a fixed or
constant voltage. In a practical source, however, there is a
certain amount of opposition to current flow which will cause the
output (or terminal) voltage of the source to vary as current flow
in the circuit varies. This opposition is called the internal
resistance (symbol Ri) of the source, and is present in all
circuits.

In your own words, define internal resistance.

(the opposition to current flow that is present inside a source)
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5. When shown in a schematic diagram, this internal resistance is
represented by a series resistor, and it may be shown inside a
dashed line box with the source

1- -
1

1

I i---AAA, OR 1 I I 1----AAN-L-
R.

1

i Ri 1

1

i
1

Label the internal resistance.

E.
_.... OM .1. *0

I

ww

6. Redraw this schematic to include a representation of internal
resistance.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
iNSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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7. How does this internal resistance affect the circuit? t.'irst look

8. Now the same circuit with 1 ohm of internal resistance.

R
T

TEST FRAME 14. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME I AND TAKE THE PRO-

GRAMMED SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 6 AGAIN.

at a circuit without internal resistance.

What is the value of voltage across RI?

IF ALL YOUR ANSWERS MATCH THE CORRECT ANSWERS, YOU MAY GO ON TO

(12v)

= t: 1. 7a ,

ANSWERS TEST FRAME 6

Ea r;::

Ea=12v R
1
=

ER1 = (I)(R1) = 1.7a)(60 = 10.2v)

6!)

94

RI?

What is the voltage drop across

R
1
=

voi,ts

volts.

F I ve-
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9. Since the internal resistance is inside the source, what is the

battery's terminal voltage (voltage available to the load) in

frame 8? volts.

71-0.27.7-

10. This internal resistance is often so small in relation to the
current flow in the circuit that it can be ignored, but it is

always present and can be an important factor in some circuits.

For example, the motor (B) requires 500ma at 1.2v to operate and
has a resistance of 2.4.

Example 1: Using a penlight cell
as shown, the motor will not oper-
ate, for its 2.4 ohms in series with
the 2 ohm internal resistance of the
cell will permit a current flow of
only 340ma and the terminal voltage
of the cell is only
1.5 - (340ma x = 0.82v

Example 2: Replacing the penlight
cell with a larger cell which has
only 1/2-ohm internal resist-
ance and solving the circuit, there
is 2.9 (2.4 0.5) ohms opposition
to current flow, and the current will
be

1.5v/2.9 = 517ma

and the cell terminal voltage will
be 1.5v - (517ma x .51 or 1.243v
which is enough to operate the
motor.

How does the internal resistance of a source affect the source
terminal voltage?

(The internal resistance of a source decreases the terminal
voltage.)
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II. Since the internal resistance is inside the source, it cannot

be measured with an ohmmeter.

Internal resistance can be determined by:

a. ohmmeter reading.

b. calculation, using Ohm's Law.

c. current readings.
d. voltmeter readings.

(b) calculation, using Ohm's Law

12. Check the phrase that best defines internal resistance.

a. opposition that limits current flow and can be measured
with an ohmmeter.

b. opposition that limits current flow and occurs within

a wire.

c. opposition that limits current flow and occurs within

the source.

(c) opposition that limits current flow and occurs within the
source

13. If a wire is placed directly across the output terminals of a
cell, the entire cell voltage will be dropped across the internal

resistance of the cell.

What would the voltmeter read in the illustration below?

(0 volts)
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14, Assume the ihLernal R is 5 When SW1 is closed, what will

E
R1

be? volts.

Ea= 60v

........

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWER TEST FRAME 14

40

IF YOUR ANSWER MATCHES THE CORRECT ANSWER, YOU MAY GO ON TO THE
NEXT FRAME. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 7 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 14 AGAIN.

15. It is important that you be aware of the existence of internal
resistance; however, for our purposes in this course, unless
an internal resistance is indicated, we will idealize circuit
quantities, and make mathematical calculations as if internal
resistance did not exist.

No response required.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY
OF THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND
ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, GO ON TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF

NOT STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION YOU WISH UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER
ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.
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SUMMARY
LESSON IV

Five-IV

Internal Resistance

A resistance we have not yet discussed is the internal resistance of a

source; that is, the opposition to current flow which is present to

sorie degree inside every source of voltage. You cannot measure this

resistance with an ohmmeter, but it will have an effect on a circuit.

To explain how the internal resistance affects a circuit, think of it

as a series resistance which is inside the battery itself. This is

usually shown on a schematic like this:

Internal resistance = 1Q

E
s
= 10v

The dashed line indicates the resistance

and the source are in the same physical

package.

The internal resistance of the source drops some of the source voltage

whenever current flows in the circuit, and effectively reduces the out-

put of the source if the current is high or the internal resistance is

large. Refer again to the circuit above. If a voltage reading of the

source is taken with the switch open, the meter will indicate 10v, for

there will be no voltage drop across the internal resistance when no

current is flowing. If the switch is closed and the voltmeter reading

taken again, the meter will then read 9v due to the voltage drop across

the internal resistance.

You can find the value of the internal resistance in a circuit by using

information you already have. The steps are:

1. Measure the no-load voltage. This is the voltage at the

source terminals when no current flows in the circuit.

2. Energize the circuit and measure the source terminal

voltage under load conditions.

3. Find the difference between no-load and load voltages. This

difference is the voltage drop across the internal resistance.

4. Measure current flow in the circuit.

5. From the Ohm's Law derivative R = Eli, find the value of the

internal resistance.

Because the internal resistance of a dry cell increases as it ages,

you can use this as an indication of its condition. A good battery

will read near its rated voltage under normal load, but a poor one

will read much below its rated voltage and should be discarded.

The internal resistance of a source explains why the output voltage

of a battery drops to 0 when a direct short occurs between its
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terminals; the entire EIIF is dropped across the internal resistance.

Because the voltage drop across the internal resistance is usually
negligible, you will be able to ignore its effect in the problems
you are given in this course.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE LESSON PROGRESS CHECK, OR YOU MAY
STUDY THE LESSON NARRATIVE OR THE PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION OR BOTH.
IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS COR-
RECTLY, GO TO THE NEXT LESSON. IF NOT, STUDY ANOTHER METHOD OF
INSTRUCTION UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.
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OVERVIEW

LESSON V

Troubleshooting Series Circuits

In this lesson you will study and learn about the following:

short circuits (direct shorts and

partial shorts)

- fuses

- open circuits

- locating shorts

-locating opens

-defective switches or fuses

Each of the above topics will be discussed in the order listed.

As you proceed through this lesson, observe and follow directions

carefully.

BEFORE YOU. START THIS LESSON, PREVIEW THE L!."31 OF STUDY RESOURCES

ON THE NEXT PAGE.

1
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Study Resources

LIST OF STUDY RESOURCES

LESSON V

Troubleshooting Series Circuits

To learn the material in this lesson, you have the option of choosing,

according to your experience and your preferences, any or all of the

following:

STUDY BOOKLET:

Lesson Narrative

Programmed Instruction

Lesson Summary

ENRICHMENT MATERIAL:

NAVPERS 93400A-la "Basic Electricity, Direct Current."

Funoamentals of Electronics. Bureau of Naval Personnel.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965.

AU510-VISUAL:

Sound/Slide Presentation - "Use of the Multimeter To Find

Opens and Shorts."

YOU MAY NOW STUDY ANY OR ALL OF THE RESOURCES LISTED ABOVE. YOU

MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT ANY TIME. UPON COMPLETION OF THIS

LESSON YOU SHOULD ASK YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR THE MODULE TEST COVERING

ALL THE LESSONS IN THIS BOOKLET. YOU MAY REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSONS

IF YOU WISH.
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NARRATIVE

LESSON V

Troubleshooting Series Circuits

Introduction

Five-V

Whenever something goes wrong with your equipment, you will be
expected to find out what is wrong with it and eliminate the

trouble. How well and how quickly you do this will determine
what other people think of your work and will have some effect
on your advancement in rating.

There are two kinds of circuit problems that cause most of the
troubles you will run into. These are short circuits and open
circuits.

Short Circuits

A short circuit is a current path which should not exist. A short
circuit always reduces the resistance in a circuit and increases
circuit current. Some common causes of short circuits are broken
or cut insulation on wires; loose tools, solder, pieces of wire,
etc., left on (or in) equipment; or dirt, salt water, filings, etc.,
around connection points and terminals.

Direct Shorts

A direct short circuit or direct short occurs when a conducting
material forms a path directly between the terminals of the
source like this:

-ED
NORMAL CIRCUIT SHORT CIRCUIT

As the conductor has negligible resistance, a very large current
will flow in the circuit, and either the source or the wiring will
probably be damaged. The damage caused by this high current will
usually open the circuit and stop all current flow.

The term short circuit originated from the idea that current by-
passes the normal load in the circuit so that the current path is
electrically shorter.

Partial Short

When a short circuit bypasses only part of the normal load in a

circuit, it is called a partial short. A partial short reduces
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current through the components which are bypassed, but it

causes current to increase in all other parts of the circuit.

R
2
= 20W

N"Aes.^,

10 1.]

20v

R
1

20W

10

R
2
= 20W

1
=20W

10 <...2

Normal Partial Short

(across R
1
ONLY)

In the above circuit with the partial short, there will be no voltage

drop across RI because of the short, and the entire source voltage

will be dropped across R2. Current in this circuit is 2 amperes

instead of the 1 ampere current flow in the normal circuit. (You

can work these out with Ohm's Law if you wish.) From the power

formula, the power dissipated by R2 will be 40 watts (P = El =

20v x 2a = 40w). R2 is rated for a maximum of 20 watts, so it will

burn out.

Fuses

Partial shorts always cause an increase in current in a circuit

and very frequently damage other components in a circuit. To re-

duce the amount of damage and the cost of repairs, circuits are

usually protected by fuses. A fuse is a safety device designed

to burn out when the current through it becomes too large. The

value of resistance of a fuse is kept small enough so that it

will not drop a significant amount of voltage in the circuit it

protects.

Fuses are always connected in series with the devices they protect,

and they are rated (in amperes) for the current they can carry

without burning out or blowing. The schematic symbol for a

fuse is ( ).

Here is a schematic diagram of a partially shorted circuit with

a fuse to protect it.

1.5a
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The normal current flow of 1 ampere will not burn out the fuse,
for this is less than its 1.5-ampere rating. The increased
current (2 amps) caused by the short across R1 is greater than
the fuse rating and will cause the fuse to blow. This opens
the circuit and prevents damage to R2 and the source.

Open Circuits

An open circuit caused by a blown fuse or a bad component is a

trouble condition which must be located and corrected. Of course,
when you open a switch, you want an open circuit, and this kind of
open is not a trouble condition.

Unwanted open circuits can occur because of dirt or corrosion on
switch contacts, broken wires, or burned-out components.

Locating Shorts

Short circuits can be located with either an ohmmeter or a volt-
meter. Using the voltmeter, any abnormal voltage indicates a
fault in thc, circuit. In this circuit, reading 1/2 source voltage
across R2 indicates that a trouble exists in the circuit, and since
the voltage drop is greater than normal, the trouble is probably
a short somewhere. Taking a voltage measurement across RI will
result in a 30-volt reading, indicating that no voltage is dropped
across R3.

10r.

Ea I. E I a" 30v
60v

R3 =20

30v

A voltage reading of 0 volts across R2 indicates a short across
R2.

The first step in using an ohmmeter is always to be sure the
circuit is de-energized, so disconnect the circuit from the source.

..........'...........---N"..**411 -"I
n =202
2

The resif,Lance read across RI will be about 20 ohms - a normal
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condition. The ohmmeter will read 0 when placed across R2, tell-

ing you that R2 is shorted.

Locating Opens

You know that there is no current flow in a circuit when the

current path is open, and that there is no voltage drop across

a resistor when no current flows through it. It follows then

that a voltmeter can be used to find an open circuit. With R2

open in this circuit, voltmeter readings across RI and R3 will

read 0 volts.

Ea=
60v

R1

" iv

1 0 .;!

R3 =102

CR2

109.

Across R2, however, the voltmeter will read the full 60v supplied

by the source. Because the resistors RI and R3 do not drop

any of the source voltage, the full source voltage can be

measured across the extremely high resistance of the open.

An ohmmeter also can be used to find an open circuit. Again, re-

member first to de-energize the circuit so that the ohmmeter will

not be damaged. Next, take a resistance reading for each resistor.

RI and R3 should read 10 ohms each, but R2 will read infinity or

open. Since R2 shouid also read 10 ohms, you know that R2 must

be replaced.

R
1

ir
10q

R
3
= 10

R
2

102.
9.

Defective Switches or Fuses

An open circuit is often caused by a blown fuse or a bad switch.

These defects are common open circuits, but such parts are over-

looked so often that they need special mention. You locate these

opens with a voltmeter in an energized circuit or an ohmmeter in

a dead circuit. A good fuse or a closed switch in an energized

circuit will show no voltage drop. In a de-energized circuit, a
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good fuse will read 0 (or near 0) resistance, but a bad fuse will
read infinite resistance.

NOW YOU MAY EITHER TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY OF
THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND
ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, YOU HAVE MASTERED THE
MATERIAL AND ARE READY TO TAKE THE MODULE TEST. SEE YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT THIS TIME, OR IF
YOU MISSED ONE OR MORE QUESTIONS, STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
YOU WISH UNTIL YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE PROGRESS CHECK QULSTIONS
CORRECTLY. THEN SEE YOUR INSTRUCTOR AND ASK TO TAKE THE MODULE
TEST.
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
LESSON V

Five-V

Troubleshooting Series Circuits

TEST FRAMES ARE 14, 18, 24, AND 25. GO FIRST TO TEST FRAME 14,

AND SEE IF YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS THERE. FOLLOW THE

DIRECTIONS GIVEN AFTER THE TEST FRAME.

1. Now for a look at some of the things which can cause trouble
in electrical circuits. A defect in a circuit which permits
current to flow around all or part of the load is called a
short circuit or short.

An accidental path of low resistance is called a
or

(short circuit, short)

2. Short circuits are commonly caused by frayed or broken insulation
or wiring as shown by the illustration below.

SHORT DUE TO
WORN INSULATION

Describe a short circuit in your own words:

INSULATED WIRE

(an abnormal current path bypassing all or part of the load)
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3. Since current will take the path of least resistance, a short
provides a bypass around the component shorted out.

Select the path current will take.

a. A to B

b. A to C

c. A to D

d. B to C

e. C to D

(c) A to D

4. Since current flows through a short instead of the component,
there can be no voltage drop across the component shorted out.

Which resistor will have no voltage drop across it?

a. RI

b. R2

c. .R3

(b) R2
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5. A short is called a direct short when it shorts the battery
terminals.

Which schematic shows a direct short?

a. b.

(b)

6. A partial short is a short across only part of the circuit.

a.

Select the illustration showing a partial short.

b.
_____,v,

C.

7.17

7. A short will cause the circuit resistance to decrease.

A short will cause circuit current to:

a. decrease
b. increase
c. remain the same

(b) increase
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8. Now let's look at a circuit with only part of the load shorted

out. Compare the normal and short circuit conditions. If a

total short occurs across R2, the only effective resistance in
the circuit is RI, for R2 IT completely bypassed. -Full source

voltage is now ,ropped across RI. The table to the right of

the circuit compares normal and abnormal conditions in the

circuit.

Normal Shorted

E
s

50v 50v

E
R1

20v 50v

E
R2

30v Ov

R
T

25Q 10Q

IT 2a 5a

P
RI

40w 250w

P
R2

60w Ow

P
T

100w 250w

The large increase in 1201 under short-circuit conditions indicates
that RI would probably turn out very quickly.

Complete the table given below for the circuit shown.

E
R1

E
R2

R
T 1T PRI PR2 PT

252

R2

Normal la 75w

Ea RI short 75v 112.5w

R2 short 25c Ow 225w

502

ER1
E
R2

R
T

I

T
P
RI

P
R2

P
T

Normal 25v 50v 75c la 25w 50w 75w

R1 short Ov 75v 50Q 1.5a Ow 112.5w 112.5w

R2 short 75v Ov 25c 3a 225w Ow 225w
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9. Indicate how a short circuit would affect the following values.

Use arrows as shown to indicate increase (t), decrease (4), or

remain the same (-).

a, total resistance
b. current

c. total power
d, source voltage

a. 4; b. t; c. t; d. -*)

10. Short circuits can be located by making either voltage or

resistance measurements.

Select the meters which you might use to find a short circuit.

a, voltmeter and ammeter

b. ohmmeter and ammeter
c. voltmeter and ohmmeter

(c) voltmeter and ohmmeter
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11. Let's see how you would use a voltmeter to find a short.

Examples:

Normal Circuit In this circuit, the voltage drop
across each resistor would be 20v,

Ri=
and the sum of the voltage drops

40v
e would equal E

a
.

2

R2 Shorted With R2 shorted as indicated, a
voltmeter placed across RI would
indicate 40v, the applied voltage.

r
v.,"

1

When placed across the shorted com-
I

20:2 ponent, the voltmeter would indi-
40v 2V, I.....

1 cate 0 volts indicating that
OR2 has been shorted.

A voltmeter placed across a shorted component would indicate
volts.

(0)

12. An ohmmeter placed across a short circuit indicates 0 resistance.

What would the ohmmeter indicate?

It

202.

R e 20Q
7

(20:2.)
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13. Place meter readings beside each meter in the circuit below.

M.1

(MI = 20Q; M2 =

14. Compare the table of ohmmeter
and voltmeter readings taken
from this circuit under normal
and abnormal conditions.

Normal Abnormal

E
a

75v 75v

R
T

75Q 5052

1

2552 2552

R
2

2552 2552

R
3

250 OQ

E
R1

25v 37.5v

E
R2

25v 37.5v

E
R3

25v Ov

State the trouble that exists in the circuit to cause the abnormal

readings.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT

ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWER - TEST FRAME 14

R3 is shorted

IF YOUR ANSWER MATCHES THE CORRECT ANSWER, YOU MAY GO ON TO TEST
FRAME 18. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 1 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 14 AGAIN.

15. As you have learned, a short circuit can cause components to
burn up. To prevent this, a safety device called a fuse is
installed to protect against excessive

a. current flow.
b. source voltage.
c. resistance.

(a. current flow)

16. A fuse is made of materials which have a very low resistance and
melting point.

Because of the low melting point, excessive circuit current will
cause the fuse to:

1=
a. drop much of the applied voltage to prevent source damage.
b. open, thus preventing damage to other circuit components.

(b) open, thus preventing damage to other circuit components

17. The schematic symbol for a fuse looks like dots with a sine wave
between them. The abbreviation for the fuse is F1, F2 etc.

Select the schematic symbol for a fuse.

a. Cl

b. ryNerN LI

c. R1

d. Fl

(d) Fl
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18. In the circuit illustrated below, the purpose of the component
located between the negative terminal of the source and RI is to:

F-1
R1

a. allow greater current flow through Rl.

b. open the circuit in the event of excessive current flow.

c. increase the total resistance of the circuit.

d. drop some of the applied voltage and prevent damage to R2.

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT

ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWER - TEST FRAME 18

b. open the circuit in the event of excessive current flow

IF YOUR ANSWER MATCHES THE CORRECT ANSWER, YOU MAY GO ON TO TEST
FRAME 24. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 15 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 18 AGAIN.

19. The other type of problem which may occur in a circuit is an
apn circuit or open,. This is just what the name indicates,
a break which prevents current flow in the circuit. You just
saw that this is true because the fuse opens the circuit in
the event of excessive current.

Shipboard equipment, because of the continuous vibration from
the engines and the severe shock of firing the ship's guns,
is very often troubled by open circuits.

Define an open circuit in your own words.

(any break which stops current flow)

20. Since no current flows in a series circuit which has an open, no
voltage is dropped across the normal components. Full source

voltage can be measured across the open in the circuit just as
you measure the source voltage across an open switch.

Circle the meters which will indicate source voltage.

M-2 M-3

II 1

(M1 and M3)
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21. As you have probably already guessed, you can use the voltmeter
to locate an open in a circuit, but you can also use the ohmmeter.

An ohmmeter placed across a resistor and reading infinity will

indicate:

'Wm.-we/rale

a. a shorted resistor.
b. an open resistor.

(b) an open resistor

22. A voltmeter placed across a blown fuse will indicate

(source voltage)

23. An ohmmeter placed across a blown fuse will indicate .

infinity)
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24. Using the ohmmeter and voltmeter readings in the table, determine
the faulty component in the circuit illustrated by this schematic:

It

I

Nev
1 R1 100 100

:- E ale 2=

120v 20Q
R
2

2052

Normal

120v

R
T

60Q

Abnormal
120v

00

3

3062

a. RI open

b. R2 open

c. R3 open

d. Fl open

R
3

30C/ 30Q

E
R1

20v Ov

E
R2

40v 120v

E
R3

60v Ov

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT
ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWER - TEST FRAME 24

b. R2 open

IF YOUR ANSWER MATCHES THE CORRECT ANSWER, YOU MAY GO ON TO TEST

FRAME 25. OTHERWISE, GO BACK TO FRAME 19 AND TAKE THE PROGRAMMED
SEQUENCE BEFORE TAKING TEST FRAME 24 AGAIN.

25. From the table of readings, indicate the faulty component or
components.

F-1

E a

Normal Abnormal

E
a

300v 300v

R
T

(A to B)100Q 00

R
I

10Q 10Q

R1

R
3

25

R
4

25c2 25

40Q OQ

Q

R
2

25c2 25c2

E
R1

30v Ov

E
R2

75v Ov

E
R3

75v Ov

E .

114
120v Ov

E
Fl

Ov 300v

a. Fl and R1 open

b. Fl and R2 open

c. R1 and R4 open

d. Fl open because of R4 short

e. Fl open because of R3 short

(THIS IS A TEST FRAME. COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS WITH THE CORRECT

ANSWERS GIVEN AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.)
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ANSWER - TEST FRAME 25

d, Fl open because of R4 short

IF ANY OF YOUR ANSWERS IS INCORRECT, GO BACK AND REVIEW FRAMES 1

THROUGH 24. IF YOUR ANSWERS ARE CORRECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE PROGRESS
CHECK, OR YOU MAY STUDY ANY OF THE OTHER RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU
TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, YOU
HAVE MASTERED THE MATERIAL AND ARE READY TO TAKE THE MODULE TEST.
SEE YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT THIS TIME, OR IF
YOU MISSED ONE OR MORE QUESTIONS, STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
YOU WISH UNTIL YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE PROGRESS CHECK QUESTIONS
CORRECTLY. THEN SEE YOUR INSTRUCTOR AND ASK TO TAKE THE MODULE
TEST.
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SUMMARY

LESSON V

Troubleshooting Series Circuits

The two general types of problems you will meet in electrical or
electronic equipment are short circuits and open circuits.

A short circuit is an unintentional current path. Such a defect al-

ways reduces the resistance in the circuit and therefore increases

circuit current. Some common causes of a short circuit are broken

or cut insulation; loose tools, solder, pieces of wire, etc., left

on (or in) equipment; or dirt, salt water, filings, etc., around con-

nection points and terminals.

A direct short occurs when a conducting material forms a path of nearly

0 resistance between the terminals of a source.

R

2

R3

Normal

1
R
2

R
3

Direct Short

The large current which results will damage either the source or the

wiring very quickly, and this damage will usually open the circuit and

stop the current. The name short circuit is derived from the
electrically shorter circuit provided by the accidental path.

A partial short bypasses only part of the normal load resistances in

a circuit. Such a short reduces current through part of the circuit

which is bypassed, but increases current in all the other parts of the

circuit. R
1

*MOD

3

Normal

R2

al

R
3

Partial Short

In the partially shorted circuit, there will be no voltage drop across

R2 because of the short, so RI and R3 will drop the entire source

voltage. The increase in current which results from the lower total

resistance is likely to damage one of the other components in the

circuit.
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A way to eliminate or at least reduce the carnage to components cal .Ad
by a short circuit is to place a fuse in the c.ir uit. A fuse is

safety device which burns out when the current through it is too lErJe
Fuses are connected in series with the circuits they protect, and are
rated in amperes for the largest current thfy will carry without
blowing (opening).

This schematic diagram shows a fuse ( kf% ) used to protect a circuit.

R2

20v

---N"nev
10 70W

F
1

"1

10

20W

1.5a

The normal 1 ampere of current flow is less than the 1-1/2-ampere
rating of the fuse, so it will not blow the fuse. l' R1 were to
short out (0 ohms) , current would rise to 2 amperes idul the fuse
would burn out, thus stopping current flow and proterting R2 and
the source from damage.

The other circuit fault to be discussed here is the open circuit. An

open switch or a blown fuse open a circuit when safety or convenience
require it to be open, but unwanted opens also occur. These are often
caused by dirt or corrosion on switch contacts, loose or broken wires,
or burned-out components.

To troubleshoot a circuit means to locate a fault in the circuit. The
most widely used tool for troubleshooting is a multimeter like the
one you use in this course. Shorts or opens can be found using either
a voltmeter or an ohmmeter. In searching for a shorted part with
either meter, you look for an abnormally low reading. Always remember

not to use an ohmmeter on a live circuit when you troubleshoot.

Open components are,found by looking for an abnormally large voltage
or resistance. An open component in a series circuit will read full
source voltage if it is energized or it will read infinite resistance
if the ohmmeter is used (dead circuits only

NOW YOU MAY EITHER TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK OR STUDY ANY OTHER OF THE
RESOURCES LISTED. IF YOU TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AND ANSWER ALL THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY, YOU HAVE MASTERED THE MATERIAL AND ARE READY TO
TAKE THE MODULE TEST. SEE YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO TAKE THE PROGRESS CHECK AT THIS TIME, OR IF YOU
MISSED ONE OR MORE QUESTIONS, STUDY ANY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION YOU
WISH UNTIL YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE PROGRESS CHECK QUESTIONS
CORRECTLY. THEN SEE YOUR INSTRUCTOR AND ASK TO TAKE THE MODULE TEST.
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